
The traditional direct mail package is the 
mainstay of fundraising, and it has been 
for decades. It continues to bring in more 
funds than any other fundraising channel, 
including the internet and e-mail. 

Still, direct mail has its limits. The fact is 
that the universe of mailable names for 
direct mail letters is finite. Most nonprofits 
— especially smaller, more local ones — are 
already mailing to everyone they can afford 
to contact. Fundraisers need a way to expand 
their universe of potential donors and 
include those who respond not only to  

direct mail but also other direct  
response channels.  

For these reasons — and 
simply to take advantage of 

additional ways to reach donors — it’s wise to 
explore other media that can work alongside 
the direct mail letter to reach current donors  
and attract new ones. 

EntEr insErt mEdia!
Insert media are promotional pieces like 
fliers and brochures with integrated response 
devices that are inserted into newspapers 
and other mailings, and then sent to 
residents in the mailing area.

For fundraising, insert mailings are used for 
acquisition, although our testing shows that 
significant numbers of current donors will 
also respond. Done correctly, insert mailings 
can be highly effective for fundraising 
because they have several unique advantages.
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Newspapers, shared mail, co-op mail, and 
statement mailings are some of the most widely 
used delivery methods for inserts. They are 
welcomed into households nationwide. 

Newspapers. Local newspapers include lots 
of promotional inserts in addition to the on-page 
advertising. Typical newspaper inserts include 
brochures, leaflets, fliers, or other promotional 
pieces. They’re called “freestanding inserts” because 
the insert is not printed by the newspaper nor is it 
part of the newspaper’s content. 

Shared mail. Shared mail consists of a number 
of fliers, inserts, brochures, coupons, and other 
promotional pieces that come through the mail 
nested within the fold of a larger sheet. The cost 
of delivery is shared by all the organizations 
participating, so it’s a less-expensive way to reach 
people. Red Plum is one of the better-known 
companies providing shared mail.

Co-op mail. Co-op inserts are promotional 
pieces like fliers, brochures, and coupons that 
are mailed together in one envelope. As with 
shared mail, the cost of delivery is borne by 

the participating organizations, making co-op  
inserts highly cost effective. Two well-known  
co-op mailings are ValPak and Money Mailer. 

Statement mailings. Inserts are placed in 
various statement mailings sent to residents,  
such as utility bills, credit card invoices, cable  
TV bills, phone bills, and magazine 
subscription invoices.  
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› They’re addiTioNal ToolS 
iN The ToolBox. The best 
results in fundraising come from 
using multiple channels. Inserts 
and insert media are just that — 
additional channels. Most people 
encounter marketing contacts 
in a variety of channels for 
consumer products, so naturally 
they respond to multi-channel 
fundraising. 

› They’re low-CoST. Inserts 
can often be distributed at a lower 
cost than a direct mail letter. 

› They have furTher reaCh 
ThaN direCT mail leTTerS. 
Reach is the number of people 
exposed to a marketing message. 
Insert media are sent to large 
numbers of households, so not 
only does the homeowner see 
the fundraising message, but 
potentially all the members  

of the household do as well.  
That’s greater reach. 

› They CaN Be TargeTed To 
Zip CodeS. Local newspapers, 
shared mailings, and co-op 
mailings are all geo-targeted, so 
it’s easy to mail into a specific 
region or area. This is vital for 
targeting the immediate areas 
around the charity as well as 
other, nearby areas that might 
prove to be rich pockets  
of support. 

› They provide added 
expoSure. Inserts in 
newspapers and other mailings 
often receive added exposure. 
That’s because insert media 
such as newspapers and bundled 
mailings are often welcomed into 
households in ways that letters 
sometimes are not. 

› They Carry aN implied 
eNdorSemeNT. An insert that’s 
mailed with a newspaper benefits 
from the implied endorsement 
of that newspaper. It’s also 
true of other insert media, such 
as shared mailings and co-op 
mailings, even though these 
media are more promotion-
oriented than local newspapers. 
Implied endorsement creates a 
favorable context for fund- 
raising messages. 

› They joiN oTher 
markeTiNg meSSageS 
haviNg STroNg CallS To 
aCTioN. The messages for insert 
media have direct and forceful 
calls to action, so people who see 
this content are in a motivated, 
action-oriented frame of mind. 
That creates an effective backdrop 
for response to a fundraising ask. 

The Delivery Methods
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This campaign was an acquisition effort for 13 TrueSense nonprofit clients, each in a  
well-known market representing a major city, as shown in Table 1. The bangtail insert 
used here was tested previously with fewer clients, and the learnings from that test  
were incorporated into this campaign. 

Three things are important to note. First, the average gift of $39 is very good, comparable  
to many direct mail campaigns. Second, the cost of acquisition — at $68 on average — is  
also comparable to that for direct mail, which is around $62 for these clients. And third, 
the overall net income of $140,667 indicates the strong potential for this medium. In 
general, those markets with smaller or negative incomes used the inserts in far smaller 
quantities. Larger insert quantities mean greater income.  

The TeST reSulTS

There are a wide variety of insert formats, but we’ve found that a 
simple bangtail envelope — an envelope with a long flap — works 
best for fundraising, especially when it has a simple, straightforward 
message about the need and a powerful call to action. Donors  
can read the brief message and then simply place their check in  
the envelope and mail it back. Donating is quick and easy.

ReSponSe RaTe aveRaGe GifT neT incoMe coST of acq

markeT a 0.243% $51 $36,121 $80

markeT B 0.683 $33 $4,649 $33

markeT C 0.334 $33 $20,268 $59

markeT d 0.286% $34 -$2.226 $99

markeT e 0.239% $31 -$8,859 $78

markeT f 0.334% $45 $62,193 $56

markeT g 0.425% $39 $3,062 $72

markeT h 0.330% $41 $17,345 $68

markeT i 0.219% $42 -$1,934 $105

markeT j 0.879% $36 $2,638 $16

markeT k 0.421% $32 $17,117 $61

markeT l 0.752% $37 $7,697 $25

markeT m 0.145% $39 -$17,375 $108

ToTal 0.304% $39 $140,667 $68

TaBle 1 
inserts tested in markets across the country

The fundraising insert
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Newspaper Is the Most 
Successful Insert Medium

New vs. Existing Donors

Conclusion 

When we looked at donor categories, some significant 
results emerged. About 46% of respondents were new 
donors, validating this medium as a good acquisition 
channel. About 29% were existing donors, but a full 25% 
were lapsed donors who had been reactivated — again 
indicating this channel’s potential to reach donors.

The question arose as to whether current donors who 
responded to the insert would then cut back on their 
giving to subsequent mail appeals. The test results show 
that current donors did not curtail their giving. In fact,  
the existing donors who responded to the insert gave  
77% more year-to-year. 

We also looked at newspapers as an insert medium 
versus shared mail and billing inserts. As Table 2 
shows, newspapers performed far better in terms 
of average gift and net income than shared mail or 
billing inserts. What’s more, we found that paid-
subscription newspapers performed much better 
than free weekly newspapers.

We’ve seen how insert media can win new donors, 
reactivate lapsed donors, and generate income. While 
inserts will never replace direct mail, they are an  
effective complement to any direct mail program. As 
donors become more sophisticated about the charities 
they support, they will continue to expect nonprofits 
to create additional touch points that are convenient, 
uncluttered, and easily accessible. Insert media fulfill 
these requirements. They’re a proven channel for 
engaging donors, creating a sense of common purpose 
with them, and sparking their generosity.

ReSponSe 
RaTe

aveRaGe 
GifT

neT 
incoMe

NewSpaper 0.335% $39 $170,558

Shared mail 0.095% $33 -$34,332

BilliNg iNSerTS 0.401% $29 $4,157

ToTal 0.304% $39 $140,667

in testing for the holiday campaign done for 
The Salvation army, a new control emerged. 
iNSerT a, shown above, performed far 
better than iNSerT B and iNSerT C. 

iNSerT a returned a 95% greater response 
as well as 73% greater Roi, generating a 
clear win and producing a new control  
to beat in future testing. 

CreaTive TeSTiNg

iNSerT a

iNSerT B

iNSerT C
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